Arbitration is the out-of-court submission of a dispute to an impartial third party or parties for a binding decision. The AAA arbitration administration process comprises a well-defined set of steps by which most commercial cases proceed.

### Filing and Initiation

- **Day 1 - 15**
  - The AAA typically commences administration of an arbitration case when one party submits a Demand for Arbitration, a copy of the arbitration provision from the contract between the parties, and the appropriate filing fee to the AAA. The AAA acknowledges receipt to all parties and sets a deadline for the respondent to answer and/or to file a counterclaim. If no arbitration clause exists or the AAA is not named as the resolution provider in the parties’ contract, cases may commence with the consent of all parties, a filed Submission to Dispute Resolution, and the appropriate filing fee to the AAA.

### Arbitrator Selection

- **Day 15 – 44**
  - Based on the parties’ expressed criteria of qualifications, the AAA identifies arbitrators from the AAA National Roster of Arbitrators and provides their curriculum vitae to the parties. If parties are unable to agree upon the arbitrator(s), the AAA establishes a deadline for each party to independently state its preferences from the list. The AAA invites the most mutually agreeable arbitrator(s) to serve on the case.

### Preliminary Hearing

- **Day 44 – 85**
  - Conducted by the arbitrator often via conference call, this management meeting is the first time the parties and arbitrator discuss the substantive issues of the case and procedural matters, such as exchange of information, witness lists, and dates. The Scheduling Order, which serves as the framework for hearing preparations, is established.

### Information Exchange and Preparation

- **Day 85 – 222**
  - The parties work within the time frames set forth at the Preliminary Hearing to exchange information and prepare their presentations. The arbitrator addresses any impasses or challenges related to information sharing.

### Mediation Step

- **Day 222 - 223**
  - Subject to the right of any party to opt out, in cases where a claim or counterclaim exceeds $75,000, the rules provide that the parties shall mediate their dispute with the AAA concurrently with arbitration, at no additional fee. The mediator assists parties in reaching a settlement but has no authority to make a binding decision or award.

### Hearing

- **Day 223 – 258**
  - Parties present testimony and evidence to the arbitrator.
  - If the arbitrator allows, parties may submit additional documentation, usually shortly after the hearing.

### Post-Hearing Submissions

- **Day 258 – 288**
  - The arbitrator closes the record and, no more than 30 days later, issues a decision addressing all claims raised in the arbitration. The award may direct one or more parties to pay another party a monetary amount, or it may direct parties to take specific actions. Aside from any administrative matters unrelated to the merits of the case, the services of the arbitrator and the AAA are completed when the award is issued.

### The Award

- **Day 288**
  - The arbitrator prepares the award. Once the arbitrator is appointed, the arbitrator and the AAA are responsible for the timely and proper issuing and delivering the award. The award is issued at the conclusion of the hearing.

### Expected Costs at This Stage

- **Filing fees**
  - Partial refunds of filing and counterclaim fees are available under some AAA fee schedules. No refunds are available after an arbitrator has been appointed.

- **Arbitrator compensation**
  - The time spent by the arbitrator in this phase is proportional to the number of procedural matters needing resolution. Additionally, the arbitrator will spend time reviewing the parties’ pre-hearing submissions, if any.

- **Mediator compensation**
  - The arbitrator is compensated for time spent in hearings, reviewing evidence, and reasonable expenses, such as mileage and tolls.

- **Post-hearing costs**
  - The arbitrator is compensated for reviewing evidence and any post-hearing submissions, as well as drafting the award. Any unused deposits are returned to the parties.

- **Administrative costs**
  - The arbitrator apportions arbitrator compensation and expenses and AAA fees among the parties.